Experienced GSI Visit

Your Name: ___________________________ Date: ___________________

GSI visited: __________________________ Course: ___________________

After you have observed the experienced GSI and have had a chance to chat with them about how section went, please write a few sentences for the following questions. You should read these questions before observing the section.

1. Briefly summarize the section that you visited (e.g., what was taught, how it was presented, demos or activities performed).

2. Describe the students’ reactions (were they engaged, did all students in the groups participate equally?).

3. What activities engaged students the most? The least?
4. How does your impression of the section compare to that of the more experienced partner (e.g., do you agree on which activities went well)?

5. List two or three strengths of the GSI.

6. What is one thing you saw that you would like to incorporate into your own sections (list more if you wish)?